2008 gmc acadia engine diagram

This manual is specific to a GMC Acadia. RepairSurge is compatible with any internet-enabled
computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet device. It is very easy to use and support is always free.
We wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our publishing
agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We know this sounds crazy. It's a stupid
rule in our opinion, but they authorize our manuals and that's what their lawyers require. Here
are some of the comments we have received from users of RepairSurge. These customers have
agreed to allow us to publicly display their testimonials. We know buying anything online is a
risk. Once again, we wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our
publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We'll get you the repair
information you need, every time, or your money back. Manufacturer: GMC. Model: Acadia.
Production Year: Step by Step Instructions. Comprehensive Diagrams. Diagnostic Procedures.
Wiring Diagrams. Here is what you'll get. Step-by-step factory recommended repair instructions.
Unlimited access to personal support reps who are always available to assist you. We can
answer your questions about using the software or help you find the specific information you
need for your GMC Acadia. Free real-time updates! Your manual is updated with revised
information as soon as it is released. Access on your terms. Unlimited access to your GMC
Acadia manual on a yearly basis. We'll get you the repair information you need, every time, or
we'll refund your purchase in full. Can I see what the manual looks like? See our guarantee
below. You are protected in case the manual turns out to not be what you need. What Satisfied
Mechanics Are Saying. Exactly as advertised, quick and easy transaction. Get Your Manual.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed and your online transaction is protected by safe and secure SSL
encryption technology. Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of gmc wiring harness diagram. A wiring
diagram is a streamlined traditional photographic representation of an electric circuit. It reveals
the elements of the circuit as streamlined forms, as well as the power and also signal
connections between the gadgets. A wiring diagram usually provides information about the
family member placement as well as setup of devices and terminals on the tools, to assist in
structure or servicing the device. A pictorial layout would reveal more detail of the physical
look, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a more symbolic notation to emphasize affiliations
over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often made use of to repair problems and also
making sure that all the links have actually been made and that whatever is present. Assortment
of gmc wiring harness diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is an easy graph of the physical links
and also physical format of an electric system or circuit. It reveals how the electric cables are
interconnected and could additionally reveal where fixtures and elements might be linked to the
system. Usage electrical wiring diagrams to help in building or making the circuit or digital tool.
They are additionally helpful for making repair services. Do It Yourself lovers make use of wiring
representations yet they are likewise typical in residence building and automobile repair. A
residence builder will want to confirm the physical location of electric outlets as well as light
components making use of a wiring diagram to avoid costly blunders as well as constructing
code infractions. A schematic shows the strategy as well as function for an electric circuit, yet
is not concerned with the physical layout of the wires. Wiring representations demonstrate how
the cords are connected and also where they should located in the real tool, as well as the
physical connections between all the elements. Unlike a photographic diagram, a wiring
diagram utilizes abstract or simplified forms and also lines to show parts. Pictorial diagrams are
frequently pictures with tags or highly-detailed drawings of the physical parts. If a line touching
one more line has a black dot, it means the lines are attached. A lot of icons utilized on a wiring
diagram appear like abstract variations of the real items they represent. As an example, a button
will be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cord, just like a light button you can flip
on as well as off. A resistor will certainly be stood for with a series of squiggles symbolizing the
limitation of current circulation. An antenna is a straight line with three small lines branching off
at its end, similar to a genuine antenna. GMC Acadia owners have reported 35 problems related
to wiring under the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of GMC Acadia based on all
problems reported for the Acadia. Air bag service light is on. Defective wiring harness.
Transmition issues as per a common complaint on this vehicle. The vehicle shows all of these
issues both when running parked and while in motion on all types of roadways. See all
problems of the GMC Acadia. I go through headlights every 6 months this last time, my driver
side headlight got replaced and two days later it went out and the glass was shattered. I went
and got new bulb and it did not work, after inspecting the the wiring we noticed it was burnt up
and need replaced, GMC said it's on us. We have spoke with GMC about our engine burning oil
which they are well aware of and the dealership tried to help but GMC refused to do anything my
car send a signal telling me to turn off the car or starts miss firing every which way and gives

codes saying I need new coils which is not the case. The air bag light goes off saying that there
is someone in the passenger seat because the calibration get off, it took mcdaniel's to figure it
out the other dealership blamed it on electronics. The windshield wiper fluid no longer comes
out properly and needs something replaced so that it will go up on the windshield. When the
vehicle is put in park and attempted to shutoff, is message appears on dash that says "shift to
park". This problem was reported to the dealer the 1st time it happened on June The dealership
replaced the shifter. On July 31, again the shift to park message appeared. The dealership again
replaced the shifter, that shorted out and this time installed a wiring harness that had a resister
installed in the harness to prevent damaged to the shifter assembly from the over current that
goes to the shifter. The service advisor said they have had numerous vehicles with this problem
and the com[any should do a recall. Water is getting into the rear doors and it entering the
wiring harness located on both doors shorting out the radio, the amp and the turn signals. This
is very dangerous and according to the forums online it is a regular occurrence. I am getting a
error message "shift to park" even when the vehicle is clearly in park. It drains the battery
because you can't shut off the vehicle with the message. Have to jiggle the shifter after several
attempts it may clear the message. Had one time I got out with the error message and the
vehicle began to roll with no one in it even though the shifting area said "p" for park. And sitting
in my garage with car running could not get the shifter to move to reverse, drive, anything, had
to shut it off 3 times before it would register. Have had the wiring harness already replaced. The
vehicle is already in park! I've had to jiggle the shifter, press the brake while jiggling the shifter,
restart the vehicle put in reverse, then back in park, and jiggle some more. This happens
randomly and it has been a little over a month since the last incident which occurred two days
after I had to replace the battery because I missed the error message heading in to work. I've
had to replace the battery twice now in a new vehicle leased in The first time was due to brake
recall, my vehicle being the only GMC Acadia denali effected by that recall. The brake lights
would remain on because the brake was basically sticking, draining the battery. That issue also
disabled the cruise control as that feature is unavailable when breaking! I could not unlock my
doors without removing the key to manually unlock. While in the car wash, the vehicle lost
connection with my key and the driver's seat moved all the way back as it would for easy exit
which I had disabled. They ran the vehicle through the car wash before I arrived to pick up the
car. When I tried to unlock the doors, the vehicle would not recognize the fob. Thank goodness
the service rep was there to witness the malfunction. It has recently gone out again. I was told
the wiring is shorting out causing the module to go out and the car to not run. GMC has a recall
for this vehicle under 80, miles. My car currently has , I contacted GMC and explained this has
been replaced twice and is a safety issue that they know about and was told there is nothing
they can do for me. I am a single mother and cannot afford to have this fixed again so I have no
safety module for the side mirror or park assist. GMC knows this is a problem and that it was
fixed once under 80, miles, again under , miles and now at , it is shorting out causing issues
with the car to start and even with documentation from the dealer will not fix the car under
recall. If GMC will not fix their safety issues they should not be allowed to marker these as
safety features on the car, especially since they are aware of the electrical issues with the
vehicle and chose not to fix the,. Gm is in non compliance with global safety field investigations
dcs I am now on my 3rd failed because of water intrusion , the new wiring harnss is suppose to
repair the problem and suppose to have been installed at no cost to the customer. They figure
they just can not get it and that's it, they are done with me! Tl the contact owns a GMC Acadia
denali. The contact stated that the vehicle often decelerated independently and would not
exceed 30 mph. Also, the doors would unlock and "service stabilizer bar and service traction
device" appeared on the instrument panel. The vehicle was taken to autonation of laurel
washington blvd, laurel, MD , where it was diagnosed that a new wiring harness needed to be
installed. The vehicle was repaired. Two weeks later, the repair failed. The vehicle was taken
back to the dealer three times for repairs and was currently waiting on another repair regarding
the transmission's modular harness. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failures. The
failure mileage was 89, The VIN was unknown. My GMC Acadia began displaying service air bag
and turning off the passenger airbag intermittently when a passenger was in the front
passenger seat due to the wiring harness under the passenger seat. After a few months it now
stays on all the time. GMC said it's not under a recall but I have read several complaints about it
with the same year make and model stating it's a recall this happens when in motion and while
stoped. I have a GMC Acadia slt. My car is equipped xenon high intensity discharge hid tvd low
beams lamps. Both passenger and drivers side low beam light sockets have melted inside each
head light assembly. The low beam lamp connectors and portions of each wiring harness have
melted from the intense heat of the hid lamp. I contacted GMC customer assistance center to
see if a recall has been initiated. No recall. I was given a case number and the contact

information for my local customer experience manager. I was encouraged to schedule an
appointment at the dealership so my light issue could be looked into by a GMC maintenance
team. I was encouraged to resolve my lighting issue with my customer experience manager.
Every time it rains water enters in to the electrical system of the vehicle from an unknown
location and causes problems. It drains the battery, shorts out the radio and directional signals
and sounds. It causes the vehicle to continuously run even when the key is removed. My
mechanic cleans out the sunroof drains every 3, miles knowing that could be a cause. This has
been an ongoing problem for the last 4 years. After every rain my wife or I have to remove the
wiring harness that connects the rear doors and the body to drain the water that has gathered in
the rubber boot. There is also water that occasionally falls on the foot of the driver from under
the dash while driving, again from an unkown location. My assumption is the water is entering
when it is stationary and moving. The Acadia had a recall on the sunroof for leaking large
amounts of water into the interior of the vehicle during inclement weather. My Acadia had this
problem and water leaked into the front passenger side of the vehicle down the frame adjacent
to the door and window through the passenger side dash into the floor area. There is a fuse box
located in this area as well as a very large electrical connector that connects two portions of the
wiring harness. The exposure of this component to water has resulted in corrosion occurring
with this connector. This is a major connector affecting multiple systems of the vehicle. The
system giving me the largest cause for concern is the door locks. This poses a significant
egress danger as the only way to unlock any of the doors is to manually put up the lock. This is
for every door, all four of them. I have an infant in the back seat of the vehicle and in an
emergency situation it would require me to literally crawl from the front driver seat to the rear
seat, manually unlock the door and then attempt to exit the vehicle. This electrical connector as
the fault due to corrosion from water has been occurring not just to me, it has been occurring to
many owners that suffered from leaking roofs on their brand new vehicles. I feel that GMC
needs to step up and acknowledge the safety hazard they created and should be held
responsible. Daytime running lights bulbs repeatedly burned out and now the wire harness has
melted down. Fuse failed to trip. Damage has now been caused to the entire drl assembly
melting, see photo. Additionally I am concerned that whatever caused the bulb and wiring to
melt will cause a vehicle fire and endanger my family. There are many cases of the drl bulb and
harness melting, but my local gm dealer said there was no recall when I called to discuss the
issue. The replacement parts have been recalled--gm knows there is an issue with these
components. Vehicles airbag was activated, brought to chevy dealership was told it was a
wiring issue involving passenger side. Was told there was. Through research found that it is a
known problem for Acadia's but our VIN wasn't designated as being involved in recall. How gm
can claim that a vehicle wxperiencing the exact same issue as the recall isn't covered under the
recall is ridiculous. This appears to once again be gm disregarding safety caused by their
failures in production so that they can make more money. The contact owns a GMC Acadia. The
contact stated that there was premature rust and corrosion near the rear framing as well as
corroded wiring in the vehicle. In addition, the vehicle stalled and was towed to the dealer where
it was diagnosed that there was extensive rust and corrosion on the wiring harness. The red
and white wiring was frayed and caused the wiring harness to rub against the exhaust pipe. The
damaged electrical wires caused a failure in proper voltage due to the failure. The dealer
diagnosed that the electrical wires and the wiring harness needed to be replaced. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 42, The bose
system in my GMC Acadia stopped working. I was unable to use the onstar system because
there was not sound coming out of the speakers. Today we removed the wiring harness in the
rear doors of the car and found water. Water has settled in engine and harnesses. In my case,
the water shorted out the amplifier. Worried that this could also create electrical fire or other
malfunction s. When reviewing the issue, I noticed the drl had melted the light housing and
appeared to deform the bulb socket and the wiring connected to the bulb socket. All parts
discussed are the original parts installed by the manufacturer. I got both a GMC customer
service agent and the local dealer service manager involved. Both parties agreed to step up and
cover a majority of the cost. After reading other similar complaints on this website and other
websites, GMC should consider implementing a recall for safety concerns of a fire starting. I
noticed the passenger side drl was not functioning properly - it was out. I subsequently checked
the passenger side headlight and found it was working intermittently as was the passenger side
drl. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for further inspection. The inspection of the
malfunctioning drl determined the housing had overheated and some of the wiring and the
reflector for the drl were melted due to apparent overheating. As a result of the overheating, the
entire headlamp assembly had to be replaced. Given the apparent heat build up in the headlamp
assembly, this is a possible fire hazard. Additionally, given the intermittent operation of the

headlamp adjacent to the drl this could be a safety hazard if both headlamps were to fail
simultaneously while traversing a very dark country road at night. A review of the internet
indicated this is an ongoing problem with this vehicle dating back to Daytime running light
housing and wiring melted. This is a fire hazard and will reoccur after replacement. I feel it is
something you should look into. We were driving and smelled a burning smell coming from the
drivers door. The drivers side windows switch, door lock switch would not work. We took it to
our mechanic and he determined that the drivers side switch had burned up and melted to the
door wiring harness. The switch and harness both had to be replaced. The drl went out and we
took it to the dealer to be replaced. They stated it was a fire hazard. I am out of warranty and see
that this is a common issue. Due to installation of a factory defect part in the air conditioning
system the water collection drainage system for the evaporator becomes plugged from the
inside. This in turn dumps water onto electrical components of the vehicle including the blower
motor and wiring harness that is located under the passenger floor. It is a non serviceable issue
that required complete tear down and factory replacement parts to correct. It is a fairly common
issue with the model and the newer models all come equipped with an air cleaner in the ac
ducting to prevent the problem. The driver side low beam headlight went out. When replacing
the light bulb found that the wiring connector was partialy melted and one of the wires was
hanging out. The insulation on that wire was also melted off so bare wire was exposed. The
original bulb also had a burnt spot where the connector attaches. My vehicle has an issue with
the daytime driving lights and headlights. The lights have failed multiple times due to the bulb
melting into, and fusing to, the headlight assembly. This created a condition where the entire
headlight assembly needs to be replaced. This includes the lens piece, the bulb, and the wiring
connector. Wiring harness to passenger side low beam headlight is defective. Thought bulb was
out but after inspection found the wiring harness plug had completely melted where plugged
into bulb. One wire was just hanging and could see burn marks where it had been arcing as it
bounced around. Could definitely have caused much bigger problems than driving with one
headlight I. Fire, shorting whole electrical system, and on and on. This is a very big safety
concern. These were the oem headlights not aftermarket bulbs that pull more current so should
not have melted the harness plug. At approximately 38, miles on our Acadia, the passenger
headlight appeared to fail. Upon reconnecting the headlight, I found it would work intermittently.
Upon further inspection, I found the wiring connector to the low beam bulb to be melted and
cracked. Read more In , our Acadia electrical system started to malfunction. First the driver's
side headlight wiring burnt. We had that replaced. After the headlight, we started noticing the
engine light was coming on and the air bag sensor was notifying us that the air bags will not
deploy. None of the sounds where coming on in the car. For example, if you were not wearing
your seatbelt the "dinging" did not happen. I took the Acadia in for service and they told me it
was my cell phone that triggered the defect. I thank god I was not in an accident however if GMC
knew of the defects why not be up front with us. My family and I travel plenty. Safety is the
number one concern, we bought the Acadia faithfully and hopes GMC provides the best service
possible. The contact owns a GMC arcadia. The contact stated that the wiring for the exterior
light melted and would no longer activate, making it difficult to see at night. The dealer was in
the process of repairing the failure. The manufacturer was not contacted. The failure mileage
was 48, and the current mileage was 53, The VIN was unavailable. Husband attempted to replace
it but you had to take off the wheel in order to get to the actual light. I told them no and made a
complaint. Noticed my car started over heating and took it into a mechanic friend, let us know
that the water pump needed to be replaced this was at approx 45, miles. I did my research and
the GMC warranty covered the cost. At approximately , miles the car started making a whining
noise when driven slow or first thing in the morning when it was cold. Took it in to GMC to get it
checked out and it turns out that the steering rack had a leak on each side of the wheels and
pinions, and power steering pump needed to be replaced. I could not afford that price so took it
back to my mechanic to see if it would be cheaper. I'm hoping that GMC will see that many of us
are having the same problem and will make it a recall. I will not be buying anymore GMC
vehicles. All I want is a reliable car that won't break the bank. When first starting engine a loud
pop would occur. Signals, clock,stereo, dome light, battery gauge stopped working. Then if I left
Acadia in the rain I would find a small puddle of water on the floor under the emergency brake
and a drop of water on the air bag on the driver side in front of the vehicle. Was told it could be
the sun roof tubes were blocked so I took it to the auto glass place and had the tubes cleaned
out. Very concerned about the water because I do not want to loose power in vehicle again. Just
went on a trip and had to park outside in parking area and had a real puddle on my mat and
underneath the mat. Today I called an auto windshield repair shop to see if the windshield could
be leaking and was told that if the car was not in an accident or if it has not had the windshield
replaced, they didn't think it would be the windshield leaking, that gm was good about installing

and sealing the windshield. My car is kept in the garage and I am the only driver. It has never
been in an accident and I am afraid that the wiring will short out, cause a soft spot in the floor,
or start a fire. This automobile has only 69, miles and has been very well taken care of by only
general motors dealerships. Serious problem involving wet elements and electrical problems
here. Please let me know what to do!. I have had multiple problems with the daytime driving
lights over heating and causing the entire headlight assembly to melt. Incidences on and And
again in The fact that there is enough heat to melt the assembly to the housing tells me there is
possibility of a fire. This is obviously a design and mechanical flaw of the vehicle. The
consumer end of this is that along with the chance of fire, the vehicle's design requires the
entire front grill to be removed in order to replace the headlight wiring harness and housing.
And it still does not address the initial problem of the overheating that caused the wiring
harness to melt into the housing. So you are just waiting for it to happen again and hope that it
is within the 30 days warranty for repairs. And wondering if my car is going to catch fire.
Existing odi id number references for Acadias: , , , , , Gm instituted recall campaign customer
satisfaction - sunroof water leak-install drain tube extensions dated: Aug 27, Campaign was
preceded by numerous tsbs linked to the same type of water leak. TSB performed prior to
certification and sale. Service manager stated water was present in the rear dome lamps and
headliner. TSB a was performed. Prior title owned by a commercial entity and most likely never
responded to these issues. Still taking in rain water. Has not rained since this posting but
concern is for electrical integrity on vehicle as water leakage was concentrated near main fuse
block near kick panel and main wiring harness under passenger floor area. Mold is also a
concern as dealer has not replaced carpeting or headliner but only cleaned affected area.
Vehicle is used for transport of family over long distances and an electrical failure during on
road use can be catastrophic. Car Problems. Wiring problem of the GMC Acadia 1. Wiring
problem of the GMC Acadia 2. Wiring problem of the GMC Acadia 3. Wiring problem of the GMC
Acadia 4. Wiring problem of the GMC Acadia 5. Wiring problem of the GMC Acadia 6. Wiring
problem of the GMC Acadia 7. Wiring problem of the GMC Acadia 8. Wiring problem of the GMC
Acadia 9. Wiring problem of the GMC Acadia Electrical System problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Battery Dead problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition Switch problems. Car Will
Not Accelerate problems. Starter problems. Starter Solenoid problems. Slideshare uses cookies
to improve functionality and performance, and to provide you with relevant advertising. If you
continue browsing the site, you agree to the use of cookies on this website. See our User
Agreement and Privacy Policy. See our Privacy Policy and User Agreement for details.
Published on May 31, It is this level of detail, along with hundreds of photos and illustrations,
that guide the reader through each service and repair procedure. Complete download comes in
pdf format which can work under all PC based windows operating system and Mac also, All
pages are printable. Using this repair manual is an inexpensive way to keep your vehicle
working properly. SlideShare Explore Search You. Submit Search. Home Explore. Successfully
reported this slideshow. We use your LinkedIn profile and activity data to personalize ads and
to show you more relevant ads. You can change your ad preferences anytime. Upcoming
SlideShare. Like this document? Why not share! Embed Size px. Start on. Show related
SlideShares at end. WordPress Shortcode. Published in: Automotive. Full Name Comment goes
here. Are you sure you want to Yes No. Be the first to like this. No Downloads. Views Total
views. Actions Shares. No notes for slide. Exterior body panels are constructed of various
materials, due to the increased dent and corrosion resistance of modern composites. All
vertical panels, such as fenders, doors, quarters, and rocker panels, are made from rigid
thermoplastic. The hood, roof, and deck are steel. Before beginning any repair, identify the type
of material involved. Underbody Saturn Ion Disable the SIR system. Disconnect the negative
battery cable. Remove all related panels and components. Repair as much of the damage as
possible. Refer to Dimensions - Body on page Remove the sealers and anti-corrosion materials
from the repair area, as necessary. Important: Note the number and location of the factory welds
for installation of the impact bar bracket - front bumper 6. Locate and drill out all the factory
welds from the outside surface of the rail. Remove the front bumper impact bar bracket.
Installation Procedure 1. Prepare all mating surfaces as necessary. Important: Verify the
location of the front rail using 3-dimensional measuring equipment. Position the impact bar
bracket on the rail and clamp in place. Plug weld accordingly. Clean and prepare all of the
welded surfaces. Install all of the related panels and components. Apply the sealers and
anti-corrosion materials to the repair area, as necessary. Paint the repaired area. Connect the
negative battery cable. Enable the SIR system. Note the location and remove the sealers and
anti-corrosion materials from the repair area, as necessary. Important: Do not damage any inner
panels or reinforcements. Locate and drill out all factory welds. Note the number and location of
the welds for installation of the tie bar. Remove the damaged tie bar. Position the tie bar to the

vehicle using 3-dimensional measuring equipment. Clamp the tie bar into place. Clean and
prepare all welded surfaces. Paint the repair area. Install all related panels and components.
Failure to observe the correct procedure could cause deployment of the SIR components,
personal injury, or unnecessary SIR system repairs. If a tool or equipment could easily come in
contact with a live exposed electrical terminal, also disconnect the negative battery cable.
Important: Note the number and location of the factory welds for installation of the tie bar-left.
Locate and drill out all the necessary factory welds. Remove the left tie bar. Position the left tie
bar to the vehicle using 3-dimensional measuring equipment. Clamp the tie bar in place.
Important: This panel is replaced at factory seams or can be unbolted for removal. Important:
Note the number and location of the factory welds for installation of the lower tie bar. Remove
the lower tie bar. Position the tie bar on the vehicle using 3-dimensionial measuring equipment.
Important: The graphic shows the left hand procedure. The right hand procedure is similar.
Important: Note the number and location of the factory welds for installation of the right tie bar.
Remove the right tie bar panel from the vehicle. Position the right tie bar panel to the vehicle
using 3-dimensional measuring equipment. Important: Note the number and location of the
factory welds for installation of the latch primary support. Remove the latch primary support.
Position the latch primary support on the vehicle using 3-dimensional measuring equipment.
Clamp the support into place. Important: This panel is replaced at factory seams. Repair as
much of the damaged area as possible. Important: Note the number and location of the factory
welds for installation of the battery tray. Remove the battery tray. Prepare all mating surfaces
for welding as necessary. Position the battery tray to the vehicle. Clamp the battery tray in
place. Important: Note the number and location of the factory welds for installation of the
bracket side rail-front compartment. Remove the side rail bracket from the front compartment
lower rail. Position the side rail bracket to the front compartment lower rail and tie bar side
panel. Clamp the bracket in place. Important: The upper strut mounting surface is a
dimensionally critical area, and 3-dimensional measuring equipment should be used to locate
the front wheelhouse assembly. The front wheelhouse can be serviced as a complete assembly
for both the left and right wheelhouses. A wheelhouse front panel is also available to service
separately on the left or the right sides. Important: Be sure to inspect the front of the cowl and
dash panel for damage. If the metal surface is damaged, the cowl panel must be repaired to
restore the structural integrity of the vehicle. Visually inspect the damaged area. Important:
Note the number and location of welds for installation of the front wheelhouse. Remove the
front wheelhouse from the vehicle. Prepare the mating surfaces as necessary. Position the front
wheelhouse in the vehicle using 3-dimensional measuring equipment. Clamp the wheelhouse in
place. Important: Note the number and location of the factory welds for installation of the front
wheelhouse extension. Remove the front wheelhouse extension. Position the front wheelhouse
extension to the vehicle using 3-dimensional measuring equipment. Clamp the extension in
place. Note the number and location of the welds for installation of the front upper rail. Remove
the damaged front upper rail. Position the front upper rail on the vehicle using 3-dimensional
measuring equipment. Clamp the rail in place. Caution: Sectioning should be performed only in
the recommended areas. Failure to do so may compromise the structural integrity of the vehicle
and cause personal injury if the vehicle is in a collision. Important: Note the number and
location of the factory welds for installation of the front compartment of the side upper rail.
Measure forward 50 mm 2 in a of the center of the third fender bolt hole location. Mark the
location. Using the mark made in the previous step as a starting point, use a sliding square to
transfer a line on the top, side, and bottom of the rail. Cut the side upper rail at the marked
location. Remove the front portion of the side upper rail. Measure a section on the service part
that is 25 mm 1 in a forward of the third fender bolt hole. Mark this section. Cut the service part
at the marked location. Measure 25 mm 1 in forward from the cut area. Mark the location on top
of the rail. Important: Do not cut past the scribed line. Important: Flanges on the service part will
slide inside the rail portion of the vehicle. Position the side upper rail to the vehicle using
3-dimensional measuring equipment. Stitch and plug weld accordingly. Important: Note the
number and location of the factory welds for installation of the upper plenum panel. Remove the
upper plenum panel. Position the upper plenum panel to the vehicle using 3-dimensional
mitsubishi galant starter
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measuring equipment. Clamp the panel in place. Pull the body side panel outward and upward.
Remove the lower plenum panel from the vehicle. Installation Procedure Important: The service
part comes as an assembly that includes the lower dash panel. If the repair does not require the
dash panel, remove the dash panel before you install the lower plenum panel. Position the lower

plenum panel to the vehicle. Important: Note the number and location of the factory welds for
installation of the dash panel. Remove the dash panel. Installation Procedure Important: The
service part comes as an assembly that includes the plenum lower panel. If the repair does not
require the plenum, remove the plenum before you install the dash panel. Thank you very much
for your reading. You just clipped your first slide! Clipping is a handy way to collect important
slides you want to go back to later. Now customize the name of a clipboard to store your clips.
Visibility Others can see my Clipboard. Cancel Save.

